
30-Minute Workout: The Power Lunch

Move through the circuit 3 times, resting for 30 seconds between each move and for one minute 
between each set. Do this routine 3-4 times per week on nonconsecutive days for best results.

runner’s Lunge
Begin in a deep lunge, left foot forward, right fingertips on floor, left arm extended behind 
you (as shown). Push off left leg and jump to stand, driving right knee forward, foot flexed, 
as you swing left arm forward and right arm back. Go for 30 seconds. Switch sides; 
repeat for another 30 seconds.

renegade row
Start in push-up position, weight in left hand. engage abs to stabilize and lift left hand, 
bending elbow to 90 degrees, then extend left arm back (as shown). Bend elbow, then 
return to start for one rep. Go for 30 seconds. Switch sides; repeat for another 30 seconds.

LaTeraL sKaTers
Stand with feet together, knees bent, holding weight at either end at chest level, elbows 
bent. Push off left foot and jump to right, bringing left foot slightly behind right and 
lowering weight toward floor (as shown). Push off right foot to return to start for one rep. 
Go for 30 seconds. Switch sides; repeat for another 30 seconds.

Bear sQuaT
From plank position with elbows bent and tight to sides (Chaturanga), push body back 
toward heels, bending and rotating knees to right. in one fluid motion, drive body forward 
back to start, then push body back toward heels bending and rotating knees to left for one 
rep. Go for 30 seconds.
 

FronT swIng
Start with feet slightly wider than hip-width apart, arms extended overhead, palms facing. 
Bending at waist, release arms behind you as you bend knees and jump (as shown). return 
to start, then squat, keeping arms straight overhead for one rep. Go for one minute.

duMBBeLL roTaTIon
Begin on knees holding a weight at either end in front of you at waist-height, elbows 
slightly bent. rotate torso bringing weight towards left hip, allowing head to follow, then 
rotate right, then left, then step right foot forward on slight diagonal, knee bent 90 degrees 
and swing weight overhead (as shown) for one rep. Go for 30 seconds. Switch sides; 
repeat for another 30 seconds.


